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INTRODUCTION AND THEOREiICAL PERSPECTIVE

Employee communicators are facfng ever greater problems in reaching

their emplOyee publics. In the past, employee coMmunication was viewed as

almost strictly a one-way.process: downward commuhicationrfrom managemen

,to employees. Management used emp.loyee comilunicatiOn channels to serve its

own purp4ses tO inform employees oh important company issues, to build

good will to rd the orgaiaization, to develop a homogenous social network

among employees., and the like.

,In recent years, however, employee needs have become a central

consideration in.employee communication. Criti Argue that no longer

should management use internal communication media "to tell emp1o34es whai4

they need to know"-(in regard to management's purposes). Rather, employee

6ommunication channels, such as employee new5letters, shouldwbe oused to

fulfill the purpbses.of employees (which may differ from the purposes of

nanagement).

Our study is an attempt to determine the purposes employees have for

,readipg an employee newsletter., what the factors are that geneelItthese

purposes; and how these purposes relate to actual newsletter readership

behavior.

Since we are interested in emOloyee communication from the

perspectime of emptayees, we have taken an individualistic, or uses and

gratifications, app'roach in,rdesi ing a theoretical framework for tur.

study.



'A

Uses and gratificiAtion rese,lich in mass and organizational communication

can be traced back to the 19201s, with early studies of the audiences of.
-

radio serials. In.the 1940s, the research in this.area took on an empirital

flavor, with studies by LazarsYeid ar;ci Stanton (1942, 1944, 1949)1, Herzog

(1942)2: iuchman (1942)t. Wolfe. and Fske (1949)4 ani Berelson (194)6,.

#

There has been a revival of this empirical pproach- in recent times.

*testing tc") this are studies by J'cihnstne (1974)6,\Pgled and'Katz (1973)7, Kline,
Ailler.arld Morrison (1974)8, McLeod and Becker (1974)9, MeGuire (1974)10 ,

Rosengren (1974)
11

and McQuail and Gurevitch (1974) 12
.

Olumler and Katz in, The Uses of Mas- Communicati"ons (1974), provide

the most definitive and comprehensive,.single voldme on the uses and
4

gratification apprpach. Contributors to the volume generally posit that ,

the uses and gratifications approach analyses mass communication from
I.

the perspective of the individual audience member,considering the various
e

'; funptions th4 masImediA midht sä,ve. Kitz,,Blumler and Gurevitch state

the .usds aQd gratification model is concerned.with "1) the social and

i)sycholcgical origins of 2) needs, which lead to 3) expectations of 4) the3

mass media or other sources, which lead to 5) differential patterns of media

exposure (or engagement in other activitiesi,resulting tn 6) heed

gratifications and 7) other; consequences.
u14

A variety of communication research questions have been empirically

investigated using this model. Kline, and Morrison, for instance, e'xplored /'

tpe relationship between audience needs and media use.
15

They found that

the type of medium chosen. in highly dependent on the type of informatiq

needed (e.g. individuals who need information about family planWmg are likely

to use different information sources than individuals who need information

about a political campaign).
16
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The basic assumption of the uses and gratification model,that the

individual has certain information-needs and ttia he/she attempts to

gratify these needs, raises many other ciuestions that are of practical

importance in an cirganizational setting. For example, what role do the'

media play in gratify.fng the needs of addience members? What are the

conditions under which different channels tend to operate? Which channels

df communfcation are available fo the individual? What types of content

are in these diffarent channels or media? What are the key goals of the

commumicator in an organizational milieu?

The present study is, howevero.not directly aimed at finding answers

to the aboverquestions. Its research focu.; is the determinat'on of what

the factors are that lead different types of emplo-yees'to have different

patterns of readership of organizational newsletters. This is one of the

key practical.problems faced by an employee communicator who uses a

newsletter to reach the employee pubiic. As noted earlier, there is now

a grawing concern in the business world about the effectiveness of employee

newsletters and their ability to reach their intended audiences.

This concern is illustrated by the lamentation of.the Director of

Public Relations for a major insurance company that on occasjon an employee

newsletter may be widely read by certain groups, but not by those to which

it is primarily aimed at. 17
At other times, the major employee target

audience-may have high ove all readerShip, but not of the Particular

messages that manaement most wishes to commnicate.

Also indica f this growing concern about employee newsletter

effectiveness ii-, the succint observation of the vice-president of a U.S.
k. .

public utility, Roy Foltz.18 He stressed the impoitance 6f determining

"to what extent information needs varY,by location, job, language, etc."
19
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A pilot study at that utility had indicated that of "twenty-four internal

communications media, one of the most important was the employee news7
"20

4letter. The 1978. annual report of that same utility hid alsO stated

that "of critical importancecto !mploy.-.7,3 is the degree to which they are

kept informd and enabled to understand theuincreasingly complicated issues

with which the business is confronted and how various_company functions
Nam

infer-relate in dealing.with.them."21

A number of past'studies have examined some of the factors that might,.

tie responsible for new§14ter readership differences'among employee groups.

Suzzanne Dunaway, in.her,1969 thesis looked ai readership patterns of'.a

organizational newsletWs and found few differences'among employee types

and readership of the employee newsletters.
22

However, she looked at only

overall readership, not at particular types of conter.t in the newslefters.

It is quite likely that because of different purposes different types' oittt

employees could have for reading a newsletpr, newsletter readership might

vary by type of.content.

In fact, in a study done by.CustocriNResearch Inc. (CRI), in,1976 for
r

Honeywell, Inc., researchers looked at readership patterns of'a Honeywell

newsletter and found indications of readership differences acros Offerent,

types of content.
23'

They

wbether an employee works

found, for example, that

part-time or full-time),

employee status (i.e.

as well as participation

in an employee stock option program tended to be associated with rdadership

of different types of content (e.g. full-time status wa's positively

associated with 14eadership of financial articles and human interest_stories).24

The present study attempts.to examine whether and hoW factors similar

to those in the CRI study lead to differential patterns of employee

newsletter readership, both overall and acrqs different types of content.
4



Thes fadtors.central to this study are length of employment in,

position in:the decision-making hierarcny of, and level of career aspiration

in an organiZation. As will,be more fully explained later, each of these

factors is -an indicator of an employee's level of integration into the

social structure of an organization.. The study hYpothesizes that an

eMployee who is more highly integrited into the social structure of.an

organization will tend to have a greater interest in surveying the generil

(on-goings) of that or6anization, consequently leading to higher readership

'of that organization's company newsletter (than an employee irho is less

highly integrated into that organization):

The concept of integration has long been identified by organizational

and management researchers as a useful indicator for the study of employee

behaviors. Douglas McGregor (1960)
25

Douglas T..Hall And Edward E. Lawler

(1970" and Chris Argyris (1964)27 and John H. Birret S1970)28 have 'used

different approaches to illustrate how integration can be used to achieve

organizational ends; including effective employee coMmunications. Implicit

in their definitions or descriptions of organizational integration is the

fact that it makes the employee take an outward perspectivft and thus rWize

that his §uccess in the organizatir depends on the success of the organiza-

tion as a group.. Douglas,Mcgregor,.for instance, defined integration as

"the creation of conditions such that the members of the organization can

achieve their own goals best by directing their efforts toward the success
0

of the enterprise.
.29

This "outward-looking"quality or characteristic of an

integrated employee, we suggesi would make him have greater interest in

reading the newsletter snce it will make _him more willing or desirous to

scan.the general goings-on in theorganization.



Thedretical Model

The theoretical model designed for this study is an adaptation of the

uses and gratifications model. The model as adapted is concerned wfth:

1) The social and psychological oriOns of an individual's 2),purposes

for 3) us'e of the Media.36

Thisimodel has been designed to emmine only certain parts,of the t

-uses and gratifications picture because: Wit is impractical to attempt o

examine (in a single study) all the elements of any communication sit tion;

and 2) the research qustions giving rise to the study deal not wi the'

.effects, consequences or gratifications of media uset.but rather with the
\

motivations for differential Wiedia exposure patterns.

Even more important, this study will not attempt to _ermine the "needs"

that an individual has for using the mass media. Rather, it will examine

the,"purposes" that 'he has for using those media. The.reasons for this

approach are 1) every member of the audience ha$ the same basic "needs," and

it is extremely difficult to isolate which needs are accentuated in any

given situation (Elliot, 1974) 31 2) social and psychological needs are vet,

difficult to measure empirically (Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch 1974)32;

3) according to the uses and gratification approach as lai.d out by Katz,

Blumler and Guravitch (1974)33, needs seem to'bear little direct relationship

with the common uses and-gratifications dependenf vaqable, media exposure

(Elliot, 1974)34; and 4) it is difficult and hazardous to attempt to say that

a particular dbed is'the reason an individual uses a mass'mediula. Generally,

there may be a whole set of 'needs, all interacting, that dives rise to one's

use of the mass media. Furthermore, it may be difficult for an individual to

identify Verbally the needs that he fulfills when he uses the mass media

(and it may be even more dangerous to infer fromsobservation
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what an individual's needs are). Instead, an indi'vidual may be-more capable

of proviang the reasons ,why he uses ttie mass media (i.e. his purposes for

tiding so).

This study, therefore, employs the concept of "purpcm,es" as an
Vp

intervening link between the social and psychological factors that lead to
f'

differenttial use of the mass media (see model above).
t

hii dissertation, Leo Jeffres (1975)35 applied this type of approach

to a study of audience use of the mass media. He found systematic

difftrences in the purposes individuals had for using the mass media.

Jeffres' approach views.the audience member as.an active,seeker of infor-

mation:
36

He or she purposively attends to, or avoids, the media. This

Nttionale is based, in part, on Lazarsfeld's concept of selective exposure

(1948):37 Here, the fndividual tends tilo 1;urpcisively (both consciously and

unconsciously) attend to or avoid, certain types of information because\of

-z -certain psychological mdtivations (one of which pay include whether he

expects the information to fulfill his purposes).,

As can be seeno the oationale implicit in the preceding theoretical .

model is based on a combination of the prevai ing,social-psychological

. thedries of human cognition and behavior. Acc rding to cognitive theorist

(Festinger, 1S57),
38

there area variety of soc al and psy ological elements

t'lat, through either independent action or inte ctidn produce a set of

donflidts, needs drives and other stimulus forc ithin the individual.

These forces motiVate the individual to act in some toay in ol-der to fulfill

his needs, satisfy his drives or resolve the conflicts he facest

Thus, one.can conclude that the individual uses the mass media in order

to satisfy some socially, or psychologically stimulated mot' Rtion. In an

organization, an individual may have a variety of motivatio for reading

10



an employee newsletter. Katz, Blumler and Gurevitc point out that as of

yet, these psychological motivations nre _little understood. ."For example,

what [psychological motivations], if any* are created by routine work on an

,assembly line, and Which forms of media exposure'will satisfy them?"39

In this study, we propose that integration is one such general motivation,.

that the higher an empl6ree's level of integration into an organizh6on's

social system, the higher Oe emplovee'a motivation to purposively seek

information about that organization, and that consequentl., this leads to

higher use of company communication media (e.g.. readership of the employee

newsletter).

At the research level the preceding proposition can be translated into

the following testable model (see page 10):

An employee's level of integration into an organization's social system

leads him to ac. .tuate certain purposes for reading that organizationks

employee newsletters.

To test this model, several indicatorOf,each of the model's key

variables have been identified. First, we have identified three major

factors as indicators, of an etOlgayee's level of integration into an organiza-

tions' social structure. these indicators are an employee's position in the

*4
deosion-making hierarchy of, length of employment in and level of career

aspirations in an organization.

An employee's position is a designation of his role in an organization.

An employee occupying a position higher in the decision-making hierarchy

tends to have a more vital role in the general functional maintenance of an

organization than an employee lower in position (i.e. an employee in a higher

positidn is more highly integrated(functionally).

14
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Level of career aspirationsw on the other hand, indicates the degree

to which an employee desires to have a part in the functional activities of

an organitation. An employee with hi-ghe- aspirations tends to have a greater

desire twhave an important part ir an organization than an employee with

lower aspirations (e.cp an employee with higher aspirations is,more highly

integrated functionall,y).

Last, length of employment has been identified as an indicator of al

employee's'integration into the sociability netwc.-k of an organization.

Generally, ti* longer a person is employed in an organization, the greater

the likelihood that he will develop more and closer interpersonal

relationships with his.fellow employees at that organization (i.e. an

individual who has leen employed longer tends to be more highly integrated

into the employee sociability network). Conceptually, then, each of these

indicators shows the degree to which an employee is either functionally

or socially integrated into an organization'because of social and

psychological factors.

Each of these types of integration then leads an !mployee to place

more or less importance on various mot-vations, or purposes, for reading

an organization's newsletters. These purposes fall into two general areas.

First, an employee might read a newsletter in order to survey the

system functions of that organization (e.g. policy changes, new products

and services). An employee with a higher level of functional integration

in the organization would tend to place greater importance on this purpose

for reading the newsletter than an employee with a lower level of integration

into the sociability network of an organization.

Second, an employee might read a newsletter in order to survey the

sociability network of an organization.
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If an employee has 4 higher level of integration into both the

functional and the socia4ility networks of an organization, he would tend to

place greater importance
1

on both these purposes for reading the newsletter

than an employee who has'a lower level of integration.

Hypotheses

Based on the above..discussion we have formulated the i.cllowing

theoretical and research hypotheses for this study:

Our theoretical hOothesig states that a person who has a higher level

of integration into an'organization will tend to have a higher use of that

organization's communications media than a person who has a lower level cf

integration into that organization. Because of his more\intimate level of

involrment, the more highly integrated individual tends to be more motivated

to survey the functibnal activities of the organization and to survey, the

sociability network'of that organization.

It must be noied, however, that although each of these types of
?

purposes is theorjized to be, in large part, a product of an employee's level

of integration into an organization, they are somewhat constrained by the

types of content Iihat are available in an organization's newsletter.

Research hypoth*s:

1) An emplOyee who is more highlY integrated into the Honeywell

organization will tend to have higher overall readership of the Honeywell

employee newsletters than an employee viho is less highly integrated into the

social system.

2) An employee Who has a higher 4eve1 of functional integration into

the Honeywell organization will tend to have higher readership of newsletter

content dealing with Honeywell system fun,ctions than an employee who is less

in4egrated functionally.

14
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3) Ail mployee who has a higher level of integration into the Honeywell

sociability network will tend to htve higher readership, of newsletter

content dealing with the sociability network than an employee who is less

integrated.

Although not stafed explicitly in hypothesis form, this study will

examine the relationship between the intervening variable, purposes for

reading the ne fetters, and the independent and dependent yariables. An

examination of these relationships is essential to a complete.testing of the

theoretical model.employed.in this study (i.e. a uses and gratificatiOns

approach, which assumes that mass media use is purposive).

Specifically, we will examine the relationships of the dependent and

independent'variables with the following four purposes:

1) Reading the newsletters to keep track of what one's friends at

Honeywell are doing;

2) To find out what is going on in the company;.

3) To improve one's advancement possibilities by learning more about

Honeywell; and

4) To keep track of changes in management personnel.

METHODOLOGY

To gather our data, we employed a sample survey technique (using a mail

questionnaire) and a media content-analysis. Between January and March of

1979, we conducted a content analysis of several newsletters in the Twin

Cities (Minnesota) area. F2terthis analysis we developed a set of exhaustive

and mutually exclusive categories for classifying the content of those news-

letters under study. Those categories include: personnel announcements,

15
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company financial news, content dealing with employee benefits and news

about company products and services.

With this set of categories in hand, it was then possible to provide a

set of content types for use in'the readership questionnaire designed for

the sample survey.

We then contacted each of the organizations included in the content

analysis study, and chose Honeywell. Inc., because it offered the most

favorable cllmate for a theoretically based study. The Honeywell newsletters

under study are The Circulator and The World, which are distributed vat

newspaper stands free of charge to all employees.

We conducted an informal pretest on mployee readership to get in

touch with employee feelings about the newsletters. Face-to-face interviews

with employees indicated tha:: 1) newsletter readership was generally high;

and 2) many employees regarded the newsletter favorably.

The population for this study was defined as all Honeywell employeeS in

the Twin Cities area--a total of approximately 17,600 employees. Our sample

of 320 employees was considered a practical sample size for the mail-

distributed questionnaire study. To draw the sample, we used a systematic

random sample procedure. (Only currently employed staff members in the Twin

Cities area were selected.)

The questionnairesweremailed out in mid-May of 1979. A total of 95

questionnaires, representing a return rate of 35%, were returned. TI'le

analysis that follows is based on this final figure.
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-Employees who responded to our survey tended to occupy relatively high

positions in the Honeywell decision-making hierarchy (i.e4 two-thirds held

manageril, professinnal or supervisory positions). A 'little less than half

of the Nsporidénts had relwively htgh career aspirations (i.e. 40 percent

placed a,high degree of importance on advancement in their jobs). Nearly

all the respondents were full-time employees.

While our study seems to oversample management and undersample labor,

this is not particularly the case for Honeywell in the Twin Cities.

Honeywell locates its executive offices in the Twin Cities; thus, there are

a PrOportionately large number 6f managerial personnel in the employee

population.

Compared to other organizations, however, this sample doe's include a

relatively high proportion of employees from Iiigh positions (and who are

fairly well educated). We mlght, therefore, expect newsletter readeiship to be

high, generally, as compared to readership of newsletters in other

organizations. In fact, the data show a total of 72 percent-of employees)

reported reading every issue of The Circulator, a localized weekly news tter,
and 52 percent reported reading every issue of The World an

international, company-wide newsletter (see tables 1 and 2, page 16).
While overall readership was fairly high, a review of table 3 (paige 17) shows

considerable variability in the amounts of each type of content read.

Viewership of pictures and readership of job-related content were the

highest readership categories (i.e. in any single issue of the newsletters,

59 percent of the employees looked at all the pictures, and 68 percent read

all the job-related stories).
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Table 1 .

Newsletter Readersnip Within a Single Issue

Readership

Newsletter

The Circul'ator The World

Read most

Scan/read certain things

38% 25%

62% 75%

100% N It 95 160% N m 91

Table a

Newsletter Readerthip Across Issues

Newsletter

The Circulator The World

Four times Olonth

Tiree times

Twice

..Once

Never

72%

10%

10%

08%

00%

100% N = 94

Ykxxxxx

xxxxxx

52%

37%

11%

100 % N = 93
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Table 3

Newsletter Readership Within any Single issue

k 11-7-7----".- .

Type of Content

Personnel. Vital Company
Readership Announcements Statistics Flnancia1

All stories

Most

A few

None

20% 21% 28%

39 33 38

38 . 32 29

_02 14 05

100% N=94 100% N=94 100%

..

N=94

Employee Prpducts/

Investment Services

28% 20% .

35 55

.33 25

04 00

100% N=95 100% N=95

Social , Announcements of Department Employee

4eadership Benefits Activities Social Events ,Features Features

A1 4 stories

Most

A few

None

47% 26% 21% 17%

38 41 34 37

12 28 38 44

03 04 707 02 01

100% N=94 IOW N=95 100% N-95 100% N=95

L22%

39

38

100% N=95

Company Job

News kelated

22%

56

.20

al
100%

68%

21

10 ,/

01

N=94 100% N=94

Pictures Want Ads

59% ,32%

36 37 .

05 29

00 02 .

100% N=94 100% N=94
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Table 4

(Second Factor Analysis)

Vardmax Rotated Factor Matrix After Rotation
With Katistwer Normaliptionr

reit

18

Factors (i.e. content category scales)*

1--EmploStee

Social-
Relations .

Item .. Content

-tompany
News

3--Zob-
Related
Content

19 .65511 -.17782

20 .62106 .08232

21 .05288 , ..69117

22 .09489 .68787

23 . .08347 .75049

.31835 (Personnel
announcements)

26919 (Emp. Vital
statistics)

.15684 (Company financial
news)

.27268 (Employee invest.
program)

.14901. (Products and
services)

24 :35192 .63795 .05379 (Gen. company news)

25 :15048 .33?75 .57632 (Job-related news)

26 .32220 :23725 :81998 (Benefits news)

27 .89798 .03162 .11320 (Announc,nents of emp.
social events)"

28 .69138 ..05408 .12651 {Employee social
\ ,

activities)

29 .57167** .53313** .12975 (Dept. featur:es)
i

30 .58632** . .34218** :15507. (Individual empl.
features)

31 .52582 .22116 .03524 (Pictures)

32 .42273 .05914 .04016 (Want Ads)

*All scores are positive. CAM. ter

**These items had relatively high loadings on more than one factor, so
they were dropped from the scales.



At t4e other extreme, department features was the lowest readership

category, with.17 percent of the employees reading all the featUres in any

single issue of the nerletters.

". As. we stated.earlier, we developed seVeral readership categories based

on an earlier content analysis. To test-t validity of these content

categories, we conducted two factor analyses of the readership data (table it).

first analysis revealed that when an employee reports reading org. part of

the newsletters regularly, he tends to report reading other parts with the

same frequency:* The second'analAis suggeited that,when readership.is

1, measured within a single issue (amount read), the factdrs are grouped inio

three major content categories. They are: 1) employee social-relations

content, 2) company news; and 3) job-related crntent. These categories not

dnly supported our earlier content classification scheme, but also

supported Grunig's findings in his study of employee communicaiion. Grunig

found that newsletter readership generally fell into thre6 categories:

administrative content, research content and employee content.445Two of

these general categories, employee' content and idministrative content,

roughly correspond to the employee-social relations content and company news

content categories in our study. Grunigi's third category, research toniento

related mainly to news of technical programs in the research institution-he

studied.° This category would also be considered as "company news" in our

Own study.

For our study,,iyie employed the three above content categories (i.e,

company news, employee social-relations content and job-related content) as

S.



Readership bf job-related content is the highest of the three scales,

with alllost-two-thirds of the respondents reporting high readership of this

cat ory (i.e. two-thirds rtad all the job:related content in any single

issue of the newsletters). About one-third of the respondentt reported ',

high readershfp of employee iocial-relations content. Lowest readership

was .reported for company news,- with a quarter of the- Oespondents falling

into the high readership catcjcrh of this scale.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

An examination of table 5 (page 21) suggests that integration

is a relatively poor predictor of overall newsletter read,r-

ship: none of the correlations between our indicators ci4

integration and overall readership is greater than rm.10.
*

Similarly, integration seems tolibe a poor predictor of

readership of Obarticulat tyPes. of.content. The strongest

correlations between any of our indicators of integration and

readership id. rw-.44 (between position tn the decision-making

hierarchy and readership of employee social-relations. content).

4Most of the correlations, however, are less than r=.20.

.A review of table 6 (page'23), which includes .data_abdUt or inter-
-

vening variable, purposes, Paints a slightly different picture,

however. This table shows that while two of the indiCators of

integration we used in our study--position in the decision-making
.4.

hierarchy- and'length of employment--seem to be largely unrelated

to einployee purposes for reading the newilotter, a third ifidi-

catorlevel of career aspirations--is moderately related to
A

,seveial Nrposes.
4

S.



Table 5

,21

Newaletier neadership :by 'Level of Integrat;ion

.

Readership

Integration

tevel of Career
Position Aspirations

Length of
Employment

-

overall

Company

+

I.

+.03

+ *

+.06

. no prediction
News +.08 +.22 +.03

Employee
\ Social- no prediction * -no prediction *

Relations -.44 +.21 +.05

Job-related
Content

no predictir
-.041

no prediction .

+.16
no" prediction *

Key:. Tabl$ is read: predicted relationship/Pearson correlation -found

*These findings were significant at the .05 level.

Position in the decision-making hierarchy'is related to orlly a single

indicator of an emplOyee's purptise for reading the newstetters. An employee

lower.- in positcion-tends to place'greater importance on reading the
4

neWetters to keep track of what his friends at the companvare doing than"

an employee higher in position. Controlling for the sex of the respondents,

however, eliminates this relationship, suggesting that wdmen tend to have a
,

specilal interest beyond job position in reading about employee social
1

1

.5imildair, controlling for the sex of the,respondent largely eliminates

the relationship between length of employment and reading the newsletters to

find out what is going on in the cmpany.
of



Level of career aspirationsv however, is related to several of the

study's indicators of purposes for readership. First., an employee with

0 .

higher career aspirations tends to place greater importance on reading

to improve his advancement possibilities by learning more about the company

than ankemployee with lower career aspirations. Secondly, an employee

with higher career aspirations tends to place'greater importance on reading

to keep track of changes in management and to find out:wbat is going on in

othe company generally than ah employee with lower career Asppftations.

These'findings:support our rationali that the "outward-looking"

quality of highly integrated employee does lend to heighten their interest

in reading the 6ompany newsletters.

The data regarding purposes and the dependent variable, readership,

show numerous moderately strong, positive relationships. First, as table 7 (page 23)
r:

shows, the strongest correlation is that be,tween reading the newsletters to

keep tiack of'friends at the company, and ,actual readeraip of employee

social-rel,.ions content Cr = +.52). In contrast we find our weakest

correlatiot ='+.15) between,reading to keep track of one's friends at the'

company and readership of,company hews. This 5uggests thai newslelter

readership is purposive, and not, a result of chance occurrence.
It

...

c
Reading the newsletters for the above purposes correlates moderately

v., .

to readership of job-related content Cr = +.34) and overall readership

Cr m +.37).
r.

Reading the newsletters to find.oyt what is going on in the company is

also moderately related to overall readership Cr = +.42), while it $s only

weakly related to reidership of social-relations content.

25
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Table 6
1.

Purposes .w Le 11. of Integration

Purposes

Integration

Position in Level of
Decision-making Career . Length of
Hierarchy Aspirations Employment'

Keep track
of friends 131 *

Find out what
is going oil 4:03

4,07'

Improve adv.

POssibilities -.10

Keep track of
manage. changes -.04.0

,...116

Key: Figures reported .are Pearson correTatior found.

*These findings are significant at the ,Olev.,

Tab1i--7---

Purposs For :as:isletter Rea;ter,.;

.Readership
Keep Track
of Friends

Find Out
What Is
Going On

Improve
Advancement
Possibilities

Kgep Track of
Management
Changes

Overall +.37 * , +.42 * +.28 *

.....1.11...1MM/mM11110

+.30*

Company s

News +.40* -.34 *

Employee
Social-
eations

Content +.52 * +.26 * +.22 * +.33 *

Job-Related
Content +.34/* +.45* +.26 * +.39 *

Key: Figures reported are Pearkm correlattons found.
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Such a relationship indicates that an employee who reads the newsletters to

4find out generally what is going on in the company is more interested in

surveYing the system, or business, functions of that company, rather than

the sociability network.

In support of this conclusion, the data show that an employee who

places greater importance on reading the newsletters to find out what is

going on in tae company also tends to have higher readership of company news

(r = +AO) than an employee who places less importance on this purpose.

.Interestingly the employee who reads to find out what is going on also

tends to have higher readership of job-related content (r = +.45) than

employees who place little importance on this purpose. Again, this result

probably stems from the fact Oat an employee who reads the newsletters to

find cut what is going on seems to be reading them in a functional or

utilitarian fashion. The employee who reads with this purpose in mind also

places less importance on reading the newsletters to keep track of his

friends (r = +.25). Apparent'ly, one group of employees tends to read the

newsletters to survey the sociability network of the organization, while

another gigoup tends to read them to survey the functional or business aspects

of the organization. The data also show that those employees who place

greater importance on reading the newsletters,to either improve their

advancement possibilities or to keep track of changes in management

personnel tend to have higher readership of company news (r = +.34, r = +.46)

than those who place less importance on these purposes. Furthermore, the

correlptiphs between these purposes and readership of company news ape

stronger than correlations between these purposes and any other types of

content. This finding indicates that the readership behavior of the

employees in this study is in fact goal-directed or purposive.
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Summary

In general, then, the data provide only limited support for our

hypotheses. We findonly weak and partial evidence to support'our

hypothesis that an employee who- is more hIghily integrated into the

Honeywell organization will tend to have higher overall readership of the

Honeywell employee newsletters than an employee who is less highfy

integrated into the social system.

Similarly, we find only partial evidence o support our hypothesis

tha. employee who has a higher level of functional integration into the

Honeywell organization will tend to have higher readership of newsletter

content deling with Honey.r11 system 'functions than an employee who is

less integrated functionally.

Last, we find the least amount of evidence to support our hypothesis

that an employee who has a higher level of integration into the Honeywell

sociability network will tendjo have higher readership of-newsletter

content dealing with the sociability network than an employee who is less

integrated.

On the other hand, the data do in fact suggest some support for our

theoretical model. _For example, we find numerous, fairly,strong

reltionships between purposes, the intervening variable, and readership,

the dependent variable, as well as level of career aspirations, an

independent variable. (See diagram 1, page 264

We offer four possible explanations for these results.

First, our intervening variable, purposes, may have been a poor

conceptual link between the independent and dependent variables (integration

and readership). Such a conclusion would lend support to criticisms of the

uses and gratifications approach (Elliot, 1974) that internal mental states
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Diagtam

Purposes Readership.

26

Position

Length of
employment

-747"9- Purposes

Purposes

Level of career + Read newsletters Readership of company news
aspirations to improve one's

advancement
possibilities

Read newsletters Readership of employee
to keep track of social-relations content
friends4t
Honeywell

Read newsl4ers
to find out _.±),.

is going op n

the companY

Overall readership
Readership of company news

fReedershjp of job-related
content

Key- // Indicates no relationship found

Indicates positive relationship found

mit

at.
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and processes are poor predictors of media behavior differencesiF If such

a criticism were true, however, we would not expect to find that purposes

are significantly related to one of our indicators of the independent

variable--level of career aspirations--as well as newsletter readership of

company news. (A partial correlation analysis supports'this interpretation..)

Furthermore, we would not expect to find that the indicators of

purposes are consistently related to readership of most types of content.

A second, and more plausible, explanation, it that position in the.

decision-making hierarchy and length ofemployment were poor indicators of

integration. If we accept this explanation, however, we must also

implicitly accept the rationale that 1) employees higher in the decision-

making hierarchy do not occupy a more central role, or position, in the

organization, and,21 longer-term employees are no more involved in the

organizAfon than shorter-term employees.

Rather, we suggest that position in ihe-decision-making hierarchy and--
length of employement are measures of a different type of integration than'

leyel,of career aspirations. Position.and length of employment do seel;

be valid measures of centrality to, or structural integration in, an

organizatibn. Level of career aspii.ations, on the-other hand, seems to be

a measinge ofkan employee's perceived closeness to, or psychological integra-

tion in, an organization.
le

Structural integration, then, seems to be largely unrelated to an

employee's purposes for reading and consequent readership of a newsletter.

Psychological integrations on the other hand, appears to be moderately

related to purposes and readership.
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We suspect that these relationships may be due to the fact that

structural integration would have more influence on formal, or required,

job-related tasks, while psychological integration would seem to have more

tmpact on voluntary behavior, such as newsletter readership.

- An examination of the data regarding several of our test factors also

supports our conclusion that psychological integration plays a greater role

in determiping newsletter readership than structurallintegratiOn. For

example, the data' show a ialositive relationship between readership of

employee social-relations, content ard the length of time an employee plans

to stay with Honeywell. (While actual length of employment is unrelatpd

to readership of employee social-relations content.)

Assuming that An employee's employmert plans are.an,indicator of

pseyologically motivated integration, this would be further.evidence that

the psychological origins of integration play a greater role in,aredicting,

newsletter readership than the structural origins.

lb enhance this predictive power, additional indi.cators of psychological

integration are needed. Loyalty to the organization, plans for future

employment, attitudes toward the organization (e.g. an employee of HoneAell

may be more or less favorable todard its production of war goods,

consequently having different readeeship patterns of the employee

.newsletters) all might affect an employee's readership of an eMOloyee

newsletter.

CONCLUSTON

Our interpretation of.the data suggests plat the uses andgrati:ications

appro6 to employee newsletter readership is a valid and fruitful one.

While not all aspects of integration are useful in predicting employee
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purposes for reading the newsletters, the psychological aspects do meet with

some success.

Even more important, it appears that purposc..1. are a valuable link

between readership and the psychological motivations for that readership.

We offer these conclusions as a defense of the uses and gratifications

approach. While critics such as Ellioe(1974) and Demb644(1972) argue that

media use is basically not purposive, our evidence suggests that it is.

Additionally, our results suggest that we can identify these purposes as

well as the forces underlying-them. Consequently, we may be able to predict

and explain differences in newsletter readership.

DISCUSSION,

.In this studyore identified four basic types of purposes that

employees have for reading ,company newsletters: 1) to find out what is going

on in the organization; 2) to keep track of what one's friends in that

organkation are doing; 3) to keep track of 'changes in management personnel;

and 4) to improve one's advancement possibilities by learning wore about

that organization.

%These readership purposes are translatable to a more abstract level,

suggesting two major types of information-seeking motivation: 1) the

individual's motivation to connect with (survey) the functional (task-

related) activities of an organization (i.e. purposes two, three and four);

and, 2) the individual's motivation to connect with (survey) an organization's

sociability network (socio-emotional maintenance) (i.e. purpose one). 'This

finding supports Nordlund's hypothesis that we use the media to partly

45
-fulfill .& need for social interaction.
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By combining this grouping of purposes with the factors -that

pparently generate them (such as level of integration), our theoretical

model may be applicable to other media-use situations. For example, our

model might suggest that higher integration in any situation (whether it be

in school, at work or in the community power structure) would tend to lead

to higher information seeking or media use, generally.

Of course, there may be a variety of other factors that affect an

individual's information seeking, or media exposure, as well.

For instance, t may be that certain media are less useful for some

individuals than others. In our study, it may be that an employee higher

in the decision-making hierarchy has acciss to a variety of alternative

information channels other than the employee newsletters. This employee

may turn to these alternative Channels, such aT,meetings, reports, memos,

telephone conversationsoetc., when he needs irtformation concerning company

news. This woUld seem quite likely considering the fact that the employee

newsletters.are one-way coTmunication channels (i.e. allow for no feedback),

which are published either once a week (The Circulator) or twice a month

(The Worla).



PRACTICAL APPLICATIOn

As we indicated at the outset of this paper, many business

communicators are experiencing practical problems in communicating with

the employees of their organization. More specifically, many editors

are concerned that their emplOyee newsletters may not be fulfilling the

informational needs of employees.

The findings of the present study indicate that part of this

communication problem may lie in the selective pattern of employee

newsletter readership. Employees tend to develop their own Purposes

for reading a newsletter, depending on their psychological and social

motivations (e.g. level of integration into an organization).

As a result, employees may chobse not to receive, or interpret

correctly, the messages management feels they need to receive.

To deal with this problem, it is important to visualize an

organization's employees as segmented target audiences, each with its

/-
awn purposes for selectively reading the company newsletters.

To make this segmentation, an organization musf determine the

appropriate set of psychological or social factors that leads its

employees to develop tireir own purposes far select3veTy reading the

company newsletters.

In the present study, we viewed employees as segmented into two

major groups. One group included those.employees who tended to place

greater importance on reading the newsletters to survey the system

functions (i.e. business activitieS)- of the Honeywell organization;

Others read the newsletters to survey the Honeywell employee sociability

of network.

4



Jhese purposes consequently led employees to have different

newsletter readership patterns. Those who read to survey the system

't.'

functions tended to have higher readership of company news. Tho e whck
a i

read to survey the ,sociability network tended to have higher readerN0

of employee social-relations content.

At a more practical level, we would say that some employees

tended to read the,newsle ters to keep track of their friends a\v:rork,

while others read to just find out what is going on at Honeywell.

Beyond this simple surveillance function, some then additionally used

this information for a variety of purposes. For instance, some read the

newsletters to learn about Honeywell in order to improve their advance-

ment possibilities.

As a result ofethese purposes, employees tended to selectively

read the Honeywell newsletters (see diagram 2, page. 33). Employees who

read to keep track of their friendsItended to have higher readership of

personnel announcements, articles dealing with employ.qe social

activities and the like. Those who read to find out what is going on

tended to have higher reaciership of artidles dealing with new products

and services, the employee investment program, company policy changes

and changes iRthe benefits program'.

Employees who read to improve their advancement possibilities

tended to have higher readership of stories dealing with the employee
41,

investment program, stories about new products and set:vices and

features dealing with other company departments and individual

employees. Employees who read to keep track of changes in management

personnel seemed to be interested in the structural changes of the

3 5
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organization., They tended to have higher readT-ship of stories dealing

with company financial matteri, and had a particularly keen interest in

reading the company personnel transfers, promotions and iwards,.

Diagram 2

Purposes.

To keep track of
friends

J fin -1o4.-what
is going on

4

)Ip

To improve advance- --2-110
ment

To keep track of
changes in
management personnel

+ipm

Readership

Personnel announcements; Articles
dealing with employee social
activities

Articles dealing with new products
And services, the employee invest-
ment program, company policy changes,'
changes In the benefits program

Features dealing with other
departments, individual enployees;
Stories-about the emNoyee invest-
ment program, new products and
services

Stories dealing with company..
financial matprs; Personnel
transfers, promotions and awards
announcements

Key: Indicates positive relationship

Similarly, any orpnization can view its employees as diverse

target groups, segmented by the differing purposes that each group has

for using the company communication media. Purthermore the purposes

that employees have for using the media may vary greatly from organiza-

tion to organization. While we examined four specific types of

reak!hip purposes, there may be a variety of others operating to

produce selective newsletter readership in other organizatiens. For

instance, many employees in a manuiacturing firm may 'electively read
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the company newsletter to find*technical infqrmation. Employees in a

*ail organization may purposively read the newsletters to learn about

the marketing techniques uied by that organization.

_

.It is important to identify each of these media-use purposes

because they can indicate important categories of information that `an

organizatipn's employee communication media currently overlook46. Grunig

cites tisils as a major problem facing employee comMunicators generally. -

By xiewing the employee audience as segmented into groups with

these diverse media-use purposes, it will become possible to produce and.

target messages with a better chance of being received. .

Before one can proceed to this final step, however, further,

evaldAtive research is needed to determine how,well company newsletters

are presently serving the needs-of employees. We have an indication of

the types of purposes employees have for reading company newsletters,

and of the specific types of content that can serve these purposes. We

do not know, however, how well company newsletters are currently

utilizing these types of d-Oiitent, and whether further, unused types of

content might do the jobstven better.

This research could be carried out in two steps. Firsi, an

organization could perform a thorough content analysis of its ommunica-

tions publications, to determine the specific categories of co tent

systematicapy appearing in those publications.

Second, the organization could survey its employees to determine

the specific media-use purposes of those employees. In this way, the

organization would be able to segment its employees into specific

target audiences with distinct patterns of selective media exposure.

Additionally, this survey would include measures of emeloyees' level of
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satisfaction with the company communication media. This Would indicate

whether, and how well, these internal media are serving the needs of

employees.

Consequently, the organization's communication media could be

modified to more effectively meet the infoilmational needs of that

organization's employees.

S.

1,1
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